The geometry language's formalization finally produces a group of expression , in fact, it is the geometric object and the relations in the computer internal value description, also realizes the above data structure physical memory. Collect and classify all the geometry knowledge in a certain category (including objects, relations, theorems, questions and so on), to carry on the decomposition, classification and refinement exhaustively, and then, abstracts the smallest element of the geometry knowledge, according to "the Wu-method" the mechanized thought establishment formalization's geometry knowledge data structure storehouse. It realizes the geometry proposition relations to be able finally to describe using the algebraic equation.
Wu-Method And Its Principles
The thought proved by machine may recount the 17th century's Descartes and Leibnize, until the beginning of the 20th century, Hilbert were only then explicit asked axiom-system's mechanized determination question. But, afterward all sorts of endeavors have not been able to cause the machine certificate to obtain essential the progress. Since 1977, the method which is called "the Wu method" [1] was established under the inspiration of Chinese traditional mathematics mechanization and the geometry algebra thinking method's. From then on, mathematics mechanization research has taken on a new look.
Different from the international popular algebra ideally discusses, the Wu method is take the multinomial zero set of points as the fundamental point academic route, the use of variable "three regulars", the multinomial division skill, and gives the geometry conclusion tenable determination criterion. "The Wu method" has laid the foundation of automated reasoning research and has created effective algorithm [2] for the geometry machine poof.
Theoretical Basis

Principle 1-Ritt
For any polynomial set PS, you can get a triangulation mechanically polynomial TPS (not unique, said the characteristics of PS group), bringing the V ( TPS/ J ) < ( PS) < ( TPS) , V ( PS) = V ( TPS/ J ) + V ( PSi) , Where J refers to the TPS, the product of all early-type Ii, PSi refers to the insertion of PS Ii polynomial after the group [3] .
Theorem 2
Given polynomial PS = {g1, ..., gs}, k [x1, ..., xn], there is a limited mechanization algorithm, through operations, you can get one from PS, PS Gilead makes each polynomial on the base of the column modulo remainder is zero, if the base column is non-contradiction, that is, the features of the PS.
Theorem 3
Polynomial PS = (g1, ..., gs), its zero point solutions can be decomposed into a series of zero set of features and columns ,and that is, V (PS) = UjV (f j/Ij), Where Ij is the characteristic set of polynomials fj beginning of each type of product, a limited set of indicators j [4] .
Theorem 4
Suppose F, G k [x1, , xn], G is not reduced for the F, G has not eliminated F the residue is R, then V (F, G) =V (F, G, R). Further, if initially-like I (F) in V (F, R) on is not zero, then V (F, G) = V (F, R)[ ].
Theorem 5
Let AS be k [x1, ..., xn] of polynomials in a rise out Ai, the first formula Ii, for any polynomial G, regardless of whether about AS, in the non-degraded conditions Ii 0, I = 1, ..., n, when R = 0, G = 0 ,which can be launched by Ai = 0.
The Geonertric Thinking Of Cai System
We use "the Wu-method" to unify and limit mathematics geometry CAI, and to form one new mathematics geometry CAI design proposal according to the above. Then to direct mathematics geometry CAI to practice each link, at last for the development of geometry CAI system based on this method.
The geometry question's algebra is the first step of the geometry question mechanization, therefore, we need to introduce the number system, and establish the coordinate system, describe each kind of relations in geometry proposition's charts using the algebraic equation. After selecting the appropriate coordinate system, if the assumption of geometric theorems can be expressed as a set of algebraic equations [H]: f 1 = 0, f 2 = 0,… f r= 0, but the geometry theorem's conclusion portrays by algebraic equation C:g = 0, here f 1, f 2,… , f r and g are the variable x1, x2,…, xn multinomial, then the geometry theorem's mechanized proof sums up as the following question:
Mechanization
Construct and provide a definite mechanical algorithm, making finite step algorithm, after so you can determine: under a number of additional conditions, findings may be made by C whether to assume [H] push, that is, whether by f 1=0,f 2 = 0, ... f r = 0, then g = 0.
Principle Of Wu-Method
Wu's principle Supposing mathematics theorem the supposition condition by the multinomial equation set [H] = 0 expressions, the theorem conclusion is indicated by polynomial equation g =0. And supposes CS = {A 1, A 2,…., A k} is the characteristic series of multinomial equation 
Construction Of Medchanized Data Stracture
Establishment Geometry Knowledge Data Structure Storehouse
The first step to prove the geometry theorem mechanization is the geometry question algebra, namely description of the incidence relation between geometric object and geometric object with algebraic language. To be implemented on a computer, it must also be formalized. Common geometric objects and relations include: the two objects is proportional to (two lines segment lengths to become proportion, two and less to become proportion); Two straight lines are parallel or vertical; Position relations between element and object (for example points are at angle of parting line or at circle); Relations of constitution of object (for example two lines between two points, four spots on a circle) and so on.
The definition of data structure on the geometry knowledge is follows: Geometrical_Object =(V,{R}) Where V is the geometric object, including spot, line, surface and so on. R is the geometry relations, R={<v,w>|v,w(-V and P(v,w), <v,w> is the value description of the relationship between v and w, the predicate P(v, w) has defined the significance and information of <v,w>.
Polynomial Group Automatically Generated
The final formal of geometric language formalization is to generate a set of polynomials, is essentially numerical description of geometric relations inside the computer, also realizes the above construction of data physical memory . For this reason, collect a certain category of all geometric knowledge (including objects, relationships, theorems, problems, etc.), and begin a full decomposition classified refinement, geometric the minimum element of geometry knowledge, thereby fully formalized, the establishment of a formal knowledge of geometry data structure library, and ultimately the relationship to geometry proposition algebraic equation to describe. That is, the above definition of geometrical relation R collection become limited materialize data objects according to the specific issues can be automatically generated polynomial group ,thus achieve the crucial step of mechanization.
Core Algorithm System
Judging by Wu method ,the proposition is mechanized, after the formulization of propositions, do the entire sequence and modulo is the core of the system.
Arrangement Design
The entire sequence is to use Wu method to constrain variables row order, the original system, triangulated is a set of columns, assumptions into a set of equations: f1* = f2*= …= fk*= 0.only free arguments and the first constraint argument accuracy in f1*, only free variables and constraints on element k than before accuracy in fk * [6, 7] .
Set of equations Ax=b, where A is the non-singular matrix whose respective order masters determinant is not zero. x, b are n-dimensional vectors. Regard b as the last column of A, in which case A becomes a n*(n + 1) equations Augmented Matrix, Wu elimination process is essentially the Augmented Matrix A linear transformation of triangulation.
Specific elimination and back to the generation process is as follows:
3)Solves x n , namely x n =b n /a n 4)Back to calculate
Its role is to make the main diagonal elements become 1, while the first line of all elements of the vector and the constant bk must be divided by ak. Because A various order master type non-zero,, you can ensure the elimination of all the main elements in the process of ak nonzero.
2)step called elimination ,it is used to make the main diagonal elements below ak to 0, the other elements and vector b elements should also be made to do the appropriate transformation.
This press k = 1, 2, ..., n, k line, one at a time to first as a primary row deleted transform to the Elimination of the main elements of the k column, the following elements
.
3)in back to the generation process, solves xn,xn-1, …,x1,in turn according to the equation below: Realizing mechanization mathematical theorems of key, is must prove to representation theorem, hypothesis of polynomial group [H] zero sets are constructive description, in order to distinguish polynomial group [H] zero item-sets, which can determine the polynomial group [H] zero set, among which parts of the to ensure polynomial g = 0, the above methods just finished this task.
Asks -Odd Design
Entire foreword to change into scoring proposition condition multinomial group [H] rises to arrange in order AS; Asks -odd is scores the proposition conclusion multinomial g regarding to rise to arrange in order AS reduced seeking residue R. If R=0, then concluded that the proposition in the non-degenerated condition Ii 0, establishes under i=1,2, , k, or the proposition establishes in general ,where I1, I2,…, Ik is rises to arrange in order in AS various expressions at the beginning of-like. If R is not 0, when then AS is rises the row indivisible ,then can conclude that the proposition is not true.
The above principle may use the successive division to realize, specifically: 1)construct the original of establishment as: c 1 g=a 1 f k *+R k In which g is the expression proposition conclusion formula, the c 1 is non-zero factor, a 1 is divided by c 1 g f k * income quotient type. R k is a residue. 
Summary
On the basis of the above, to design and implementation of software modules to manage dynamic geometric knowledge documents, symbols, geometric calculation, automatic theorem proving, automatic or interactive geometric patterning and problem solving to make the application of mathematical geometry CAI scientific, inspirational, targeted to more fully realize the geometry research, teaching and application of mechanization ,In this way CAI in teaching on scientific and standardized, thus truly CAI effect.
